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1

INT. TARDIS CONTROL ROOM - DAY

1

The TARDIS is in mid-flight. Amy absent-mindedly flicks
levers and switches, which the Doctor quickly flicks back.
AMY
How about some sightseeing, for
once? We always seem to end up in
pokey corridors. Getting attacked.
THE DOCTOR
Not always - I just took you to
the Arctic Circle, didn't I?
AMY
Yes. Where we ran through pokey
corridors, getting attacked.
THE DOCTOR
Hang on, I know where we can go.
The Doctor types co-ordinates into the console. Amy reaches
for another lever, but the Doctor pulls her hand away.
THE DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Will you stop doing that??
AMY
You said I should learn how to
work this thing!
THE DOCTOR
Not while I'm flying! Right, feast
your eyes on this, Pond.
The Doctor runs towards the doors, followed by Amy.
THE DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Smyslov 3. Sunny, warm, with the
friendliest locals in the galaxy.
AMY
All right! Now that sounds more-CUT TO:
2

EXT. SMYSLOV 3 - DAY

2

They exit the TARDIS, and Amy's voice tails off.
AMY
--like it...
They're in a muddy field, near a dark, ugly building. The
sky is overcast. It's pouring with rain.
And twenty heavily-armed, horse-faced aliens are pointing
guns at them.

2.
THE DOCTOR
Admittedly, it's been a while
since I checked the brochure...
TANIK, the leader, comes striding out of the nearby
building. Like the others, he's humanoid, and looks a bit
like a horse with tusks. And blimey, he's FURIOUS.
TANIK
You again! Returning to gloat??
The Doctor double-takes, and realises Tanik means him.
THE
Er, hello. Have
Doctor. We seem
on the wrong...

DOCTOR
we met? I'm the
to have got off
hoof.

AMY
Yeah, why the long face?
TANIK
Don't pretend you don't know me you've only just left! You and
your loud friend.
AMY
Hey!
THE DOCTOR
We were here? Just now?
TANIK
First you cause a power failure
in my Lexitanium with your craft-THE DOCTOR
Ah, that's not possible, the TARDIS
engines are shielded. Well, mostly.
Well, when I get the shielding
fixed, which I definitely will
do, very soon, I promise.
TANIK
Then you sabotage my missiles-THE DOCTOR
Right, okay, that does sound like
something I would do.
AMY
Doctor, have you met him before?
THE DOCTOR
No. But he remembers you, so at
some point in our future, we will
have just been here. Will-was be
here, in our future-past. Hadwill-have-been, actually--

3.
AMY
Brain. Hurting. I get the picture.
Timey wimey, blah blah blah.
THE DOCTOR
Well, exactly. We should go.
A hatch opens on the building, and a massive pulse cannon
emerges. Tanik turns to point at it, triumphantly.
TANIK
Oh, you're not going anywhere,
Doctor. First, this pulse cannon
will disable your craft. Then,
I'll take you to my deepest,
darkest dungeon, where you will
suffer the most agonising-GUARD
Sir...?
Tanik turns back to see the Doctor and Amy disappearing
inside the TARDIS. The engines start up.
TANIK
Wait! No! Open fire! OPEN FIRE!
The pulse cannon fires a laser blast, hitting the TARDIS.
CUT TO:
3

INT. TARDIS CONTROL ROOM - DAY

3

The lights flicker, then go back to normal, as the TARDIS
dematerialises. The Doctor pats the console, smiling.
THE DOCTOR
That was a close one. Suppose
we'll have to come back sometime
and sabotage his missiles, for
some reason. But not right now I promised you some sightseeing.
AMY
Are you capable of going on holiday
without something exploding?
THE DOCTOR
Of course! Where shall we go?
Hey, maybe I'll try ancient Rome
again - third time lucky, surely.
AMY
I'm just glad we got away in one
piece. You're jinxed!
CUT TO:

4.
4

EXT. TARDIS - THE VORTEX
As the TARDIS flies, smoke starts to leak from the roof...
TO BE CONTINUED, IN:
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